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ARE CRYPTOCURRENCIES SUPER TAX HAVENS?
OmriMarian*
Virtual currencies are online payment systems that may function as real
currencies but are not issued or backed by central governments. As demon¬
strated by recent events, virtual currencies present regulators with significant
challenges.1 On May 23, 2013, the U.S. federal government brought an
indictment against the operators of Liberty Reserve, a popular virtual cur¬
rency, charging the operators with money laundering and operating an
unlicensed money-transmitting business.2 The same month, the Govern¬
ment Accountability Office ("GAO") made public a report exploring the
potential tax-compliance risks associated with virtual currencies and econo¬
mies.3 Legislators have also taken particular interest in one type of virtual
currency—Bitcoin. On August 13, 2013, the U.S. Senate Committee on
Homeland Security announced plans to start an inquiry aimed at establish¬
ing a regulatory framework for Bitcoin.4 This short Essay describes the
mechanisms by which "cryptocurrencies"—a subcategory of virtual curren¬
cies—could replace tax havens as the weapon-of-choice for tax-evaders. I
argue that it is reasonable to expect this shift to occur in the foreseeable
future due to the contemporary convergence of two unrelated, yet parallel,
processes.
The first process is the increasing popularity of cryptocurrencies, of
which Bitcoin is the most widely recognized example. Unlike other virtual
currencies that are associated with the existence of a virtual economy—
usually in computer games—cryptocurrencies "function as a unique curren-
* Assistant Professor of Law, University of Florida Levin College of Law. For helpful
comments, Ithank Yariv Brauner, Marty McMahon, Leandra Lederman, Jason Nance, and
participants in the Levin College of Law faculty luncheon and in the SEALS 2013 Annual
MeetingTax Policy Discussion Group.
1. For a summary discussion of such challenges, see generally Reuben Grinberg,
Bitcoin:An InnovativeAlternative Digital Currency, 4 HASTINGS SCI. &TECH. L.J. 159 (2012).
2. Indictment at 14, 16, United States v. Liberty Reserve, 13 Crim. 368 (S.D.N.Y. May
23,2013).
3. See Gov't Accountability Office, GAO-13-516, Virtual Economies and
CURRENCIES: ADDITIONAL IRS GUIDANCE COULD REDUCE TAX COMPLIANCE RISKS (2013)
[hereinafter GAO Report].
4. Timothy B. Lee, Congress Starts Investigating Bitcoin, WASHINGTON POST The
SWITCH Bloc (Aug. 13, 2013, 12:26 PM), http://www.washingtonpost.com/blogs/the-
switch/wp/2013/08/13/congress-starts-investigating-bitcoin/.
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cy with [their] own free-floating exchange."5 Over the past three years,
Bitcoin gradually gained the confidence of consumers, retailers, and service
providers, and it is now effectively functioning as a currency in the real
world. In fact, in August 2013, Bitcoin was officially recognized as a legal
form of tender in Germany.6 Only two weeks earlier, a federal judge ruled
that for purposes of U.S. securities regulation,Bitcoin is indeed"money."7
At the same time, a second global process has taken shape. Governments
around the world have, for the first time, begun to successfully cooperate
with their foreign counterparts in their battle against offshore tax evasion.
They are doing so by targeting the financial intermediaries through which
tax-evaders traditionally operate rather than by targeting the tax-haven
jurisdictions that host the financial intermediaries.8 Financial intermediaries,
like banks, are gradually becoming agents in the service of tax authorities.
These financial institutions face increased governmental pressure to deliver
information about account holders, to withhold taxes from earnings accu¬
mulating in financial accounts, and to remit such taxes to taxing authorities
around the world.9
The convergence of these two processes is significant. Cryptocurrencies
possess the traditional characteristics of tax havens: earnings are not subject
to taxation and taxpayers' anonymity is maintained. Cryptocurrencies,
however, also possess one added value: their operation is not dependent on
the existence of financial institutions. Thus, cryptocurrencies could poten¬
tially defeat governments' recent successes in addressing offshore tax eva¬
sion. To the extent that cryptocurrencies continue to gain momentum, we
could reasonably expect tax-evaders—who traditionally executed their tax-
evasion techniques through the use of offshore bank accounts in tax-haven
jurisdictions—to opt out of traditional tax havens in favor of cryptocurren¬
cies. Ifurther suggest that while governments have paid some attention to
this issue, they have so far failed to identify the acuteness of the potential
problem.
5. David D. Stewart & Stephanie Soong Johnston, Virtual Currency: A New "Worry for
Tax Administrators?, 68 TAX NOTES Int'l423, 423 (2012).
6. Matt Clinch, Bitcoin Recognized by Germany as 'Private Money', CNBC (Aug. 19,
2013, 10:25 AM), http://www.cnbc.com/id/100971898.
7. Sec. and Exch. Comm'n v. Shavers, No. 4:13-CV-416, 2013 WL 4028182, at *2 (E.D.
Tex. Aug. 6, 2013) ("Bitcoin is a currency or form of money . . . .").
8. Itai Grinberg, The Battle over Taxing Offshore Accounts, 60 UCLA L. Rev. 304, 322(2012).
9. See id. at 316-17 (describing actions taken by G7 governments against financial
institutions as part of recent attempts to tax offshore accounts).
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I.A Brief Background:A NewEraintheBattleAgainst Offshore
Tax Evasion
In the narrowest sense, tax havens allow taxpayers to conceal earnings
from tax authorities in the taxpayers' home jurisdictions by offering "an
environment with ...no or only nominal taxation" inwhich "[t]he activity is
usually not subject to information exchange because, for example, of strict
bank secrecy provisions."10 It is estimated that the United States loses be¬
tween $40 billion to $70 billion of tax revenues each year to unreported
earnings held insecretive tax-haven bank accounts.11 The worldwide revenue
loss attributed to earnings hidden in offshore accounts has been estimated at
as much as $255 billion annually.12 Given the magnitude of the problem, the
United States and other countries have been engaged for years in what is
known as the "battle" to tax offshore accounts.13
Until recently, the InternalRevenue Service ("IRS") has had little success
in taxing concealed offshore income.14 After decades of frustration, however,
it seems the United States and other countries are finally making significant
headway in this battle. As recently described by Professor Grinberg, we are
witnessing the crystallization of a new international tax-enforcement regime,
which represents "a remarkable shift in international norms."15 Under the
new regime, financial institutions such as banks are becoming tax-
intermediaries in charge of collecting information on account holders and
transferring such information to taxing authorities, or in the alternative,
serving as tax-withholding agents.16
10. Org. of Econ. Co-operation and Dev., Harmful Tax Competition: An
EmergingGlobalissue 21 (1998).
11. Jane G. Gravelle, Congressional Research Service, R40623, Tax Havens:
InternationalTax Avoidance andEvasion l(2013).
12. Richard Murphy et al„ Tax Us If You Can, Tax Just. Network 1 (Sept. 2005),
http://www.taxjustice.net/cms/upload/pdf/tuiyc_-_eng_-_web_file.pdf.
13. See, e.g., Leandra Lederman, The Use of Voluntary Disclosure Initiatives in the Battle
Against Offshore Tax Evasion, 57 Vill. L. Rev. 499, 502 (2012) (discussingvoluntary disclosure
as "a tool in the fight against international tax noncompliance"). Multiple commentators have
analogized governments' efforts to curb offshore-based tax evasion to a "battle" or a "war." See,
e.g., Grinberg, supra note 8 ("The Battle over Taxing Offshore Accounts"); Martin A. Sullivan,
Economic Analysis: Lessonsfrom the Last War on Tax Havens, 116 Tax NOTES 327 (2007).
14. J. Richard (Dick) Harvey Jr., Offshore Accounts: Insider's Summary ofFATCA and Its
Potential Future, 57 VlLL. L. Rev. 471, 473 (2012) ("Although U.S. taxpayers have been hiding
income overseas for years, the IRS historically had little success pursuingsuch income.").
15. Grinberg,supra note8, at 382.
16. See id. at 347.
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This process gained momentum in the United States in 2010 with the
enactment of the Foreign Accounts Tax Compliance Act ("FATCA").17
Under FATCA, foreign financial institutions ("FFIs") are required to identify
their U.S. account holders to the IRS. If an FFI fails to do so, it faces a 30
percent gross tax on certain payments received from U.S. sources. Once
FATCA takes effect,18 it will present an impossible choice to any FFI with
substantial business in the UnitedStates: either breach the bank-secrecy laws
in the FFI's home jurisdiction by providing details on its account holders or
pay a heavy tax in the United States. However, since FATCA's enactment,
the United States has negotiated and signed multiple intergovernmental
agreements aimed at dealing with this problem by enabling FFIs to comply
with FATCA without breaching the law in the FFIs' home countries. As a
result, U.S. taxpayers will not be able to rely on bank-secrecy laws in those
jurisdictions as a shield for their hidden taxable earnings.
II.CryptocurrenciesCanDefeat the DevelopingTax-Enforcement
Regime
While the developing success of the tax-enforcement regime described
above is indeed remarkable, Isuggest that it may only prove to be a lull in
the battle against tax evasion and that a new front could quickly emerge. I
believe that tax-evaders—under the threat of the new regime—may soon
abandon traditional tax-haven jurisdictions infavor of cryptocurrencies.
Cryptocurrencies are web-based, peer-to-peer payment systems that rely
on cryptography. They function as "a digital unit of exchange that is not
backed by a government-issued legal tender."19 They are computer files
tendered as a form of payment for real goods and services. The most well-
known, and currently the most successful, example of cryptocurrency is the
Bitcoin, first introducedin2008.20
Bitcoins, unlike government-backed currencies and unlike virtual cur¬
rencies used in computer games, are not really "issued" by anyone. They
come into existence when they are "mined" by users. Bitcoin software auto¬
matically creates increasingly difficult mathematical problems. Users' com¬
puters "mine" Bitcoins by solving these problems. Mined Bitcoins go into
circulation. They can be exchanged for goods, services, or even government-
backed currencies in online exchanges that facilitate such transactions. The
17. Foreign Accounts Tax Compliance Act, 26 U.S.C. §§ 1471-74 (2012).
18. FATCA's implementation dates have been revised several times. Most withholding
and reporting obligations—arguably the most important part of FATCA—are expected to
gradually take effect between 2014 and 2017.
19. GAO Report, supra note 3, at 3.
20. See Satoshi Nakamoto, Bitcoin: A Peer-to-Peer Electronic Cash System, BITCOIN
(Mar. 27, 2013), http://bitcoin.org/bitcoin.pdf (explaining the theory of Bitcoin).
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number of Bitcoins to be mined is finite and capped at 21 million. The
Bitcoin software gradually reduces the amount of Bitcoin rewarded for
successful mining so that all Bitcoins will be mined by 2140. Bitcoins are
currently traded at about $139 for the Bitcoin, with a market cap of about
$1.6 billion.21
While cryptocurrencies can be used for legitimate purposes, they are al¬
so well suited to support illicit transactions. From a tax-evasion point of
view, they are particularly attractive. Cryptocurrencies possess the two most
important characteristics of a traditional tax haven. First,because there is no
jurisdiction in which they operate (they are "held" in cyberspace accounts
known as online "wallets"), they are not subject to taxation at source. Sec¬
ond, cryptocurrency accounts are anonymous. Users can start as many
online "wallets" as they want to buy or mine Bitcoins and trade them with¬
out ever providing any identifying information.
Significantly, Bitcoin (and other cryptocurrencies) offer one additional
major advantage to tax-evaders that traditional tax havens do not: the opera¬
tion of Bitcoin is not dependent on the existence of financial intermediaries
such as banks. Bitcoin is exchangeable peer-to-peer by definition. Bitcoin
thus seems immune to the developing international anti-evasion regime
described in Part I. In cyberspace, financial institutions—the emerging
agents of tax collection—are taken out of the picture. Thus, cryptocurrencies
have the potential to become super tax havens.22
For example, a service provider could theoretically accept payments for
real services in Bitcoin. Given that the service provider is not required to
identify herself when establishing her online Bitcoin wallet, it would be very
difficult to trace the earnings accumulated in this wallet back to the service
provider. Under current U.S. law, such income is clearly taxable to a U.S.
service provider.23 It is unlikely, however, that the IRS or any other tax
authority will know about the income unless the service provider voluntarily
reports it.
More sophisticated approaches to tax evasion through Bitcoin could in¬
volve third parties. For example, it is possible to use tax-exempt buying
21. Bitcoin market statistics are available at https://blockchain.info/stats and at
http://bitcoincharts.com/bitcoin/.
22. See Anthony Freeman, Bitcoin: The Ultimate Offshore Bank Account?, ECONOMICS
and Liberty: Observations from a. Freeman (Aug. 23, 20lt),
http://economicsandliberty.wordpress.com/2011/08/23/bitcoin-the-ultimate-offshore-bank-
account/ ("Cyberspace is the ultimate offshore and [B]itcoin has the potential to become the
ultimate offshore bank account.").
23. Staying Between the Lines: A Survey of U.S. Income Taxation and Its Ramifications
on Cryptocurrencies, CRYPTOCURRENCY LEGAL ADVOC. Grp. (Apr. 15, 2012),
http://theclag.org/CM%231001Final.pdf.
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agents to invest in traded securities and commodities using a Bitcoin-equity
swap contract.24 Under such schemes, a Bitcoin user (the "investor") who is
interested in investing in the stock of company X could pay the Bitcoin
amount she wishes to invest to a buying agent (the "agent"). The agent
would then use the dollar value of the amount paid to buy the stock. The
agent would transfer to the investor the Bitcoin value of any dividends paid
by company X to the agent. Once the contract was terminated, the agent
would either pay to the investor the Bitcoin-value appreciation of the stock,
or the user would pay the agent the Bitcoin-value depreciation. At all times
the agent would have no tax liability because of its tax-exempt status.
The agent is indifferent as to the performance of the stock because it has
no economic exposure. The investor, on the other hand, is fully exposed to
the performance of the stock as if she had invested directly in the stock. Tax
authorities, however, know nothing about the involvement of the Bitcoin
investor, whose income from the investment goes unreported and untaxed.
III.IsBitcoin-BasedTax EvasionaRealProblem?
Given the small volume of the current Bitcoinmarket, it is hard to imag¬
ine that the tax evasion associated with it is of any real significance. Most
commentators, however, expect the markets of Bitcoin and other cryptocur-
rencies to grow over the next few years.25 Since its inception, Bitcoin gradu¬
ally gained popularity and earned the confidence of users. It is now an
accepted form of payment in many real businesses, and there are several
projects aimed at making the use of Bitcoin convenient enough so as to
enable point-of-sale payments.26 Bitcoin has also been recognized as a legal
form of tender in Germany and as "currency" for certain regulatory purpos¬
es in the United States.27 This trajectory should cause policymakers to take a
serious look at the Bitcoin tax-evasion potential.
This is particularly true given that some evidence suggests that Bitcoin
may already be used for tax-evasion purposes. One study found that many
owners of Bitcoin wallets use them as "savings accounts." Such wallets are
used only to receive but never to send Bitcoins.28 Earnings in such wallets,
24. See How Can We Trade Stocks, Gold Etc with Bitcoin?, BITCOIN FORUM (Feb. 16,
2012, 12:56 AM), https://bitcointalk.org/index.php?topic=64081.0.
25. E.g., EuropeanCent. Bank,VirtualCurrency Schemes 47 (2012).
26. See, e.g., WalletBit Releases POS Mobile Checkout for Bitcoin, PRWeb (Oct. 31,
2012), http://www.prweb.com/releases/2012/10/prwebl0072902.htm; COINBASE, https://
coinbase.com/about (last visited Sept. 8, 2013) ("Coinbase is a bitcoin wallet and platform
where merchants and consumers can transact with the new digital currency bitcoin").
27. See supra notes 6-7 and accompanying text.
28. Dorit Ron 8t Adi Shamir, Quantitative Analysis of the Full Bitcoin Transaction
Graph, in Financial Cryptography and data Security 6 (Ahmad-Reza Sadeghi ed.,
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unless voluntarily reported, are beyond the reach of taxing authorities. In
addition, researchers have discovered that many Bitcoin users employ "fork
and merge" patterns.29 Large amounts of Bitcoins are split into multiple
small accounts, apparently owned by the same user, or large amounts are
bought in small batches using multiple wallets. Tax-evaders and money
launderers regularly use these tactics to attempt to hide the sources, as well
as the destination, of funds. Moreover, some taxpayers have openly acknowl¬
edged that they have considered using Bitcoins to avoid tax-reporting re¬
quirements.30
Governments have identified the regulatory challenges of virtual curren¬
cies,31 including the potential of Bitcoin to facilitate tax evasion.32 However,
governments have yet to fully consider cryptocurrencies in the context of the
emerging regime in which financial institutions are tax-enforcement agents.
For example, in 2007, the IRS looked into potential tax compliance risks
associated with web-based payment systems and eventually opted not to act.
One of the reasons cited for inaction was the lack of "strong evidence of the
potential for tax noncompliance related to virtual economies . . . ."33 In2007,
however, none of the developments described above, namely the enactment
of FATCA and the increasing popularity of Bitcoin, had even started to take
shape. The 2007 IRS action did not consider the development of major peer-
to-peer, open-flow payment systems such as Bitcoin, which operate in real
economies and are not limited by the volume of virtual in-game econo¬
mies.34 The IRS recently indicated that "the increasing use and misuse of
cyber-based currency and payment systems to anonymously transfer illicit
funds as well as hide unreported income from the IRS is a threat [the IRS is]
2013). The authors do not explain how earnings are accumulated in such accounts. However,
at least one website enables Bitcoin users to trade in financial instruments using Bitcoin and
therefore enables users to use their Bitcoin wallets as investment accounts. See 796 Exchange,
https://796.com/ (last visited Sept. 3, 2013).
29. Ron & Shamir, supra note 28.
30. Eleazar David Melendez, Bitcoin Celebrated as Way to Avoid Taxes, HUFFINGTON
POST (Apr. 16, 2013, 1:33 PM), www.huffingtonpost.com/2013/04/16/bitcoin-taxes_n_
3093182.html.
31. See Kashmir Hill, Congress IsNervousAbout This Whole Bitcoin Thing, FORBES.COM
(Aug. 15, 6:24 PM), http://www.forbes.eom/sites/kashmirhill/2013/08/15/congress-is-nervous-
about-bitcoin/.
32. See Stewart & Johnston, supra note 5, at 426-27.
33. GAO Report,supra note 3, at 15.
34. Id. ("IRS has not assessed the tax compliance risks of open-flow virtual currencies
developed and used outside of virtual economies. These types of currencies, generally, were
introduced after IRS's last review of compliance related to virtual economy transactions.").
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vigorously responding to."35 It is not clear, however, what such a response
includes.36
The 2013 GAO Report's main recommendation is that the IRS develop
"low-cost ways to provide information to taxpayers ... on the basic tax
reporting requirements for transactions using virtual currencies developed
and used outside virtual economies."37 The IRS has agreed to implement this
recommendation.38 This recommendation, however, falls very short of
addressing the real difficulty that cryptocurrencies pose to tax collection.
There is little question that earnings in cryptocurrencies such as Bitcoin are
taxable.39 Educating taxpayers about that fact, while somewhat useful, has
little relevance to the tax-evasion problem. Tax-evaders who use offshore
bank accounts to evade taxes, and who may opt to use Bitcoins to facilitate
tax evasion, are taxpayers who are well aware of their obligation to report
earnings and pay taxes. Nonetheless, such taxpayers purposely choose not to
report their income or to pay taxes. Education achieves little insuch cases.
The real challenge is to develop enforcement mechanisms that allow tax
authorities to discover funds hidden in cryptocurrency accounts. It seems
that authorities have not taken this course of action because of the relatively
small size of the economic exchange facilitated by cryptocurrencies; or, in
the alternative, because the problem is wrongly associated with the insignifi¬
cant volume of "virtual economies." As noted, the cryptocurrencies market is
expected to grow, and it is by no means limited by the size of any virtual
game's economy. Cryptocurrencies are used as real money to purchase real
goods and services inthe realworld.
IV.What CanBe Done?
It is clear that traditional anti-tax-evasion mechanisms cannot success¬
fully address Bitcoin-based tax evasion. For example, exchange-of-
information agreements are irrelevant, since Bitcoin's operation is not
dependent on the existence of a sovereign jurisdiction. There is no jurisdic¬
tion to exchange information with. As with traditional cases of offshore tax
evasion, governments may employ complex statistical analysis to try to
35. Kara Scannell, US to Crack Down on Virtual Currency Tax Fraud, FinancialTimes,
June 10, 2013, http://www.ft.eom/cms/s/0/5c7a453e-cf97-lle2-a050-00144fea.
36. Emails sent to the acting director of Technology Operations Investigative Services,
IRS Criminal Investigation, on June 11, 2013, and to the director of Communications and
Education, IRS Criminal Investigation, on June 12, 2013, with inquires related to IRS efforts
did not produce a substantive response.
37. GAO Report,supra note 3, at 17.
38. Letter from Steven T. Miller, Deputy Comm'r for Servs. and Enforcement, IRS, to
James R. White, U.S. GAO (May 3, 2013), reprinted inGAO Report,supra note 3, at 20.
39. Freeman, supra note 22, at 2.
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identify the owners of Bitcoin accounts.40 Such an approach, however, can
only be used in particular cases and cannot be used systematically to address
the problem. The innovation associated with Bitcoin as an instrument of tax
evasion will necessitate innovative policymaking. A full inquiry into all
possible tax-policy solutions is beyond the scope of this Essay. Ido suggest,
however, several conceivable lines of inquiry to guide policymaking.
FATCA-like solutions, namely, targeting intermediaries that facilitate
Bitcoin trading and exchange, may be appropriate, but it is not clear to what
extent. As mentioned, there are no traditional financial intermediaries
involved in Bitcoin trading. There are no "banks" holding information on
account holders. That said, it seems that with the increasing popularity of
Bitcoin, some internet intermediaries emerge naturally in the market. Web¬
sites that facilitate the exchange of Bitcoin to real currencies must hold some
information on their account holders (such as a bank account number,
credit card number, or PayPal account) in order to enable the exchange. It
might be possible for tax authorities to regulate such intermediaries in the
same manner in which they regulate financial intermediaries under the
FATCA regime.41Such FATCA-like regulation, however, is only useful at the
point of exchanges of Bitcoin to government-issued currencies. Any transac¬
tion made solely in Bitcoins, meaning with no exchange to real currencies,
avoids such regulation. Theoretically, if Bitcoin becomes widely accepted so
as to enable taxpayers to "live on it," taxpayers could live their lives using
only Bitcoins,without ever reporting income.42
The German government has recently suggested taxing Bitcoins as capi¬
tal assets.43 Namely, taxpayers would have to report income when they
dispose of Bitcoins inthe same way they report income on the disposition of
stock, bonds, and other financial assets held for investment. Again, such a
strategy is only relevant for point-of-exchange transactions, inwhich Bitcoin
40. See Fergal Reid & Martin Harrigan,An Analysis ofAnonymity in the Bitcoin System,
in Security andPrivacy inSocialNetworks 197, 198 (Yaniv Altshuler et al. eds., 2013).
41. In fact, Bitcoin exchange services must be registered as "money transmitters" with
the U.S. Treasury Department's Financial Crimes Enforcement Network ("FinCEN") under
the regulations relating to money-services businesses. See Fin. Crimes Enforcement Network,
Dept. of Treasury, Application of FinCEN's Regulations to Persons Administering, Exchanging,
or Using Virtual Currencies, FinCEN(Mar. 18, 2013), http://fincen.gov/statutes_regs/guidance/
pdf/FIN-2013-G001.pdf. The same regulatory approach could be used to combat tax evasion.
42. For an interesting recent experiment, see Kashmir Hill,Livingon Bitcoinfor a Week:
The Expense Report, FORBES.COM (May 17, 2013, 3:39 PM), http://www.forbes.com/sites/
kashmirhill/2013/05/17/living-on-bitcoin-for-a-week-the-expense-report/.
43. Germany Plans Tax on Bitcoin After Virtual Currency Recognized as "Private
Money", Telegraph.CO.uk (Aug. 19, 2013, 2:15 PM), http://www.telegraph.co.uk/finance/
globalbusiness/10252383/Germany-plans-tax-on-bitcoin-after-virtual-currency-recognised-as-
private-money.html.
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owners voluntarily reveal their earnings from under their veil of cyber-
secrecy. The German approach provides no remedy for Bitcoin-based tax
evasion in which earnings in Bitcoin remain unreported and potentially
never exchanged to government-backed currencies.
A more radical possibility is to operate against Bitcoin users. This form
of action is interventionist and carries with it substantial political and nor¬
mative implications. Under such an approach, for example, legislators could
take action to chill the enthusiasm about Bitcoinby disallowing payments in
Bitcoin. While not addressing the issue of tax evasion directly, it could harm
Bitcoin liquidity and value, and as such make it ineffective for tax-evasion
purposes. Such an overreaching approach would probably result in the loss
of the social benefits associated with Bitcoins.44
Also, given that the number of Bitcoins is finite and that current market
capitalization is low, governments could theoretically eliminate Bitcoin by
owning it all. For example, central banks could purchase Bitcoins, and
governments could employ sizable computing powers to mine Bitcoins and,
by doing so, take Bitcoin out of circulation. This, again, will make Bitcoin
irrelevant for tax-evasion purposes. Even assuming we are able to clear the
legal and normative hurdles associated with such an approach, however,
there is no assurance that other virtual currencies will not take Bitcoin's
place.
Granted, each of the suggested approaches has its practical and, more
importantly, normative implications. There may be good reasons to allow
cryptocurrencies to circulate due to their many apparent benefits, notwith¬
standing that they are also used to facilitate illicit transactions (like any other
currency). Ido not advocate any of the approaches suggested above. Isimply
present them as a starting point for policy deliberation.
Conclusion
Over the past three years, cryptocurrencies have been gaining confi¬
dence and popularity among users, and their market volume is expected to
increase. Cryptocurrencies offer, at least theoretically, a near-perfect alterna¬
tive to tax-evaders who can no longer find a safe haven in tax-haven jurisdic¬
tions. It is thus reasonable to expect that as the market volume of cryptocur¬
rencies increases, so will the tax avoidance associated with it.
To date, most tax policymakers seem to be operating under the faulty as¬
sumption that cryptocurrency-based economies are limited by the size of
virtual economies. The only virtual aspect of cryptocurrencies, however, is
their form. Their operation happens within realeconomies, and as such their
44. For a summary of the benefits, see, for example, Nicholas A. Plassaras, Regulating
Digital Currencies: BringingBitcoin Within the Reach of the IMF,14CHI. J. Int'lL. 377, 387-91
(2013).
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growth potential is, at least theoretically, infinite. Such potential, together
with recent developments in cryptocurrencies markets, should alert policy¬
makers to the urgency of the emerging problem.
